
Mintues SFFC Board Meeting Aug 13, 2018  
 

          

Meeting commenced at 7:05 pm 

Attending: Jag Phagura, Kai Dowling Miko Ross, Nicole Blanchard, Kerry Delaney, Linda 
Remek, Jedi Gordon, Keith Bandy 

Regrets: Tine Lathouwer, Omar Ahmad, Ian Bush, Chad Hoskins, Carmen Firmani, Matt 
Carr, Jag Phagura 

1. MOTION: to approve agenda  
Moved: Kai Dowling, Second Keith Bandy, Passed Unanimously 
2. MOTION to approve minutes of July, 2018 meeting  
Moved: Miko Ross, Second Jedi Gordon Passed Unanimously  
3. President’s Report 
Remaining work is primarily finishing the wiring, hope to be done by Friday the 17th of August.  
Will have old towers recycled as there is a question as to whether they can be re-used given 
their name. 
 
MOTION:  We will recognize Active Earth Engineering for their in-kind donated civil 
engineering certifications for the lighting project by an advertising sign at Tyndall and 
Lochside, cost of approximately $1000. 
Moved: Barrie Keefe, seconded Miko Ross Passed Unanimously 
With regard to the lower cage Saanich has made overtures to the effect that they now 
consider it a dog park rather than a soccer facility. We previously invested about $200,000 to 
fence and concrete the field with Barrie pushed back against that and pointed out that we 
have previously (2012) undertaken a preliminary study for what is required to upgrade it to a 
turf facility.  Barrie is going to meet with Saanich to alert them to our plans.    
 
4. Treasurers Report 
Attached report. Cash on hand is 118,000.  153,000 remaining out of 261,000 of our restricted 
capital funds.  
Barrie currently estimates total cost for lighting will be around 240,000 which means we 
should come in under our restricted capital funds. 
Committee Reports: 
 
5. Operations and Equipment   
We have a couple of depressions in the turf field that have developed due to some drainage 
issues.  Saanich has some ideas as to what may be causing this including an old drain 
system that is sucking material down.  We will need to cut the turf and pack in new material 
underneath and hope that the drainage issue can be resolved.  
We will talk to Rick Firestone to see if he is willing to brush the field(s) once a month. 
What to do about the freezing path/stairs beside the building before this winter.  1) Provide 
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sand and salt near the pathway, 2) attempt to trench and run a drainage pipe the storm drain 
and 3) in the event of an ice rink block off the access. 

Equipment: Matt Carr 

-BMO uniforms were received and printed as of Aug 3. They are getting numbered at the 
moment. Because of the nature of the print job for the Fusion logo and sponsor, going one 
colour would (did) save a somewhat substantial sum of money - $600. 

-The rest of the uniforms (U13-18 jerseys, + shorts/socks for everyone) arrived Aug 1st. The 
socks/shorts are already at Tyndall, the jerseys are in the midst of getting printed. Some will 
remember last season Soccerworld did not receive kits from Umbro until the end of August. 
This meant some teams didn’t receive their jerseys in as timely a manner as they’d have 
liked. Having received them almost 4 weeks earlier this season, timely delivery will not be an 
issue this time around. 

-Umbro contacted me several weeks ago to point out that they still had healthy supply of the 
shorts we have been ordering for 2/3 seasons now. The relevance is that they are not in the 
current catalogue (they are on clearance), so I had originally ordered the new/current short. I 
was of course happy to revert to the short we are used to at Fusion as Soccerworld were 
happy to pass the savings on. This change will save the club approximately $1400 this 
season. 

-Sourcing balls has been an issue this season. Umbro didn’t carry enough stock to do the size 
5s we have been doing. We usually do a $40 (retail) ball that we usually pay about $26 for. 
Umbro upgraded us to a nicer ball (retails $55) for the same price. These are already at 
Tyndall. Because it is a higher end ball it has a latex bladder. The relevance is that they are 
more lively/enjoyable to strike with a trade-off of requiring the air topping up more frequently. I 
am pointing this out in the hope we don’t let coaches tell us their balls aren’t holding air just 
because once a week/2 they have to top the balls up slightly. Lower quality balls have butyl 
bladders which are thicker/heavier/less lively and thus bleed less air over time. 

-Size 4 balls have been tough to find as Jag and I didn’t realize months ago when all the gear 
got ordered that BMO wouldn’t be doing balls for us. I have shopped around and taking both 
availability and price into consideration I have sourced a ball from Diadora. It is a nicer ball 
than we typically offer these age groups but the price increase isn’t major ($2-$3 a ball) and it 
was one of few options available in the quantity we think we need at the notice we were able 
to give suppliers. Diadora can’t ship these until Sept 1st. Not ideal but the best solution I could 
find. 

-The nets for the big goals at Lochside look ragged. I have ordered and will install 
replacements. If anyone questions why they don’t have the fancy black stripes on them 
(unlikely?) the answer is they are the same nets but are a few hundred dollars less expensive. 

Barrie will contact Don to have the surplus goals currently sitting beside the clubhouse 
removed. 

Water fountain for Tyndall:  Barrie will speak with Don at Saanich to see what are the logistics 
for putting a drinking fountain in for users. 
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August 26th we are offering a refresher course for full field referees.  30 people have 
registered which fills the course currently. 

Small sided sessions are being run by Sooke this weekend and Peninsula has one 
September 9 so we will not be running a session of our own.  	

6. Technical Committee (Miko Ross) 
Co-hosting VIPL and older U17/U18 team formation is still ongoing.  U11, U12 and U13 have 
been alerted to their status or told to just show up to practice.  Information on the online 
coaching application form seems not to be available to the Tech committee when they access 
the file.  We need to link the button for volunteering on the registration form to the coach form.  
Miko will communicate the Tech committee’s needs to Joan so she can have Fleming fix the 
printout. 
Coaching clinics and certification is waiting for Andrew to return so we can get our in-house 
“learn to train” running.  We also want to ask if we can run the “soccer for life program” in 
house as well. 
Goalkeeper clinics: Brett is anxious to offer this again and start with U10 rather than U11 and 
the board approves this.  This will be offered separately  
The Tech committee will work with Brett to offer an “Academy” for players within our club and 
will present a plan, including a financial arrangement at the September meeting. 
7. Marketing and Communications (Nicole Blanchard) 
Facebook and Instagram are now directing traffic to our website.  We can force notices like 
registration information to people in our catchment.  Nicole presented many ideas for how to 
raise the profile of the club in order to draw new players in.  
7. Other Business  

Registration numbers:  Minis U5-U10: new registrations are 112.  Total registrations at the 
moment are 640 versus closing at 774.   

Request for donation from Wave team going to Nationals.  This has already been approved at 
the last President’s meeting.  The consensus was that Lower Island would put in $5000 
towards the trip from the contingency fund ($500 per club).  If the team can’t raise enough 
then the Presidents will look at topping up rather than having the Wave team approach each 
club.  Therefore we will not donate as an individual club and Barrie will communicate with the 
Wave team that contacted us. 

Request for team to help with parking at the horticulture show Aug 24-25. We will pass this on 
to the Wave team looking for funding. 

Div. 2 Bandits didn’t show up to their provincial game and were fined $1000.   

We have to pay the fine to maintain the spot.   

MOTION: We will deduct $1000 from their 2018-19 budget.  Moved by Barrie Keefe, 
Seconded by Jedi Gordon pas 

Seniors committee will specifically communicate to all seniors teams the consequences of 
forfeiting. 

8. MOTION to adjourn   Passed at 7:30  


